BARCELONA
BARCELONA FUN
Port Aventura
Port Aventura is Europe's best family
entertainment destination and offers
unforgettable experiences for families and
children in a unique environment
characterized by excitement and fantasy.
Port Aventura is the only holiday
destination that features a theme park; a
water park; four themed 4-star hotels with
a total of over 2,000 rooms; and a 4,000capacity convention centre. All this and
more, right on the beaches of the
Mediterranean Sea.
Price approximate: adults (18 to 58 years) 40 €
Young (12 a 17 years) 31 €
Mini (4 a 11 years) 21€

MUSEO DEL BARÇA
This is Barcelona museum where you
can see all trophies won Football Club
Barcelona in all time.

Price approximate: Adults 20,50€
Child 15,80€

MNAC
The MNAC embraces all the arts (sculpture,
painting, objets d'art, drawing, engraving,
posters, photography and coinage) and has the
task of explaining the general history of
Catalan art from the Romanesque period to
the mid-twentieth century. In the case of the
Romanesque and Gothic collections, this
discourse is characterized by the Catalan
provenance of most of the pieces, although,
particularly in the Gothic, comparisons are
made with art from other provenances. With regard to the Renaissance and Baroque
collections, the works included lead to a more international discourse, with the work
of great painters, such as El Greco, Zurbarán, Velázquez, Cranach, Rubens... The MNAC
art collections from the end of the nineteenth century and the early decades of the
twentieth century are once again mostly made up of the work of Catalan artists,
forming a discourse which explains Modernisme, Noucentisme and the Avant-garde,
always taking into account all the arts.
Price approximate: adults 11’40€
Young’s free
MUSEO DE CERA
Time has come to a standstill and wax has come
to life through some of the most prominent
figures in the history of mankind. the zone of
fairies is a unique and magical place: a forest
inhabited by strange trees, gnomes and other
unexpected creatures.
Price approximate: Adults (more 12 years) 14€
Young ( 5 to 11 years) 12€

THE ZOO OF BARCELONA
The Zoo has steadily evolved to
adapt to the social realities that
demanded its orientation and
dedication to its principal
mission, which it has itself
strengthened: research, the
conservation of species under
threat
of
extinction
and
education and dissemination.
As a result, Barcelona Zoo today is an educating, awareness-raising, pioneering and
benchmark zoo in the Mediterranean that is firmly committed to combating the global
threats to biodiversity and to promoting sustainability.
Price approximate: Adults 18€
Child 12€

AQUARIUM BARCELONA
The spectacular Oceanarium, which is
unique in Europe, is L’Aquàrium de
Barcelona’s largest aquarium and home to
the greatest number of species. With a
diameter of 36 metres and depth of 5
metres, it contains almost 4 million litres
of water. It houses species as diverse as
giltheads, moray eels, ocean sunfish, rays
and two types of shark: the sand tiger shark (Carcharias taurus) and the sandbar shark
(Carcharhinus plumbeus) – the real stars of L’Aquàrium de Barcelona. A transparent
tunnel in excess of 80 metres in length enables you to enjoy a spectacular walk
underwater. You can explore the Oceanarium from below and experience the
exhilarating feeling of discovering the Mediterranean as if you were walking along the
sea floor, just inches away from sharks and other curious species.
Price approximate by height
- Adults (+140cm) 21€
- Young (110 cm to 140 cm) 16´50€
- Mini (90 cm to 110 cm) 7, 50€
- Schools 9€

MUSEO PICASSO
The Picasso Museum in Barcelona is a key reference for
understanding the formative years of Pablo Ruiz Picasso. The
genius of the young artist is revealed through the 4,249 works
that make up the permanent collection. Furthermore, the
Museum Picasso, opened in 1963, also reveals his deep
relationship with Barcelona: an intimate, solid relationship
that was shaped in his adolescence and youth, and continued
until his death.
Price approximate: Adults 19€
Young’s (19 to 25 years) 11€

TELEFERICO
Opened in 1970 to meet the needs of
transport to the upper area of the mountain of
Montjuic, the Montjuïc cable car rises over 100
meters of altitude to reach the Castle of
Montjuïc.
Price approximate: 14 €

TABLAO FLAMENCO CORDOBES
History of Flamenco in Barcelona: Flamenco
Show Cordobes The flamenco shows, cabarets
heirs of the nineteenth century, occupying a
history of this art a place of consideration and
respect, are a kind of Popular Chair.
Price approximate: show 41€
Show + dinner 72€

FUNDACIÓ JOAN MIRÓ
Fundació Joan Miró was opened to the public on
10 June 1975. Its origins are linked to the first
major exhibition of Joan Miró in Barcelona in
1968 at the old Hospital of the Holy Cross .
Several personalities from the world of art and
culture then they realized the opportunity to have
in Barcelona of a reference to Miró's work . OK,
but with the intention of the artist, the new
institution was also the knowledge and
dissemination of the most current art , in all its
aspects . At a time when artistic and cultural life
was certainly minimal , the Joan Miró Foundation
brought a new vitality to the concept of the
museum, more dynamic when creating Miro
coexisted with various artistic events . This was
shown under CEAC (Centre of Contemporary Art .)
Foundation recently has been declared of national
interest by the museum relevance of their
heritage.
Price approximate: Adults 12 €
Schools 11€

MUSEO DALÍ (FIGUERES)
The Dalí Theatre-Museum, the largest
surrealistic object in the world, occupies the
building of the former Municipal Theatre, a 19th
century construction which was destroyed at the
end of the Spanish Civil War. On its ruins, Dalí
decided to create his museum.

Price approximate: Adults 16€
Child (9 to 16 years) 13€

City of Gaudi
SAGRADA FAMILIA
The expiatory church of La Sagrada Família is a work on
a grand scale which was begun on 19 March 1882 from
a project by the diocesan architect Francisco de Paula
del Villar (1828-1901). At the end of 1883 Gaudí was
commissioned to carry on the works, a task which he
did not abandon until his death in 1926. Since then
different architects have continued the work after his
original idea.
Price approximate: Adults 17,80€
Young 14,80€
School 11.80€

CASA BATLLO
Casa Batlló, built between 1904 and 1906 in the
heart of the city, is the most emblematic work of
the brilliant Catalan architect.
Gaudí gave Casa Batlló a facade that is original,
fantastical and full of imagination. He replaced the
original facade with a new composition of stone
and glass. He ordered the external walls to be
redesigned to give them a wavy shape, which was
then plastered with lime mortar and covered with
a mosaic of fragments of colored glass and
ceramic discs.
Price approximate: Adults 24,50€
Schools 16,50€

PEDRERA
Casa Milà, popularly known as ‘La Pedrera’ (quarry), is a most unusual building,
constructed between 1906 and 1912 by the architect Antoni Gaudí (1852–1926)
and declared UNESCO World Heritage in 1984. Today it is the headquarters of
Fundació Catalunya-La Pedrera and
houses a cultural centre that is a reference
point in Barcelona for the range of
activities it organizes and the different
spaces for exhibitions and other public
uses it contains.
Casa Milà today is a beacon shining with
creation and knowledge, a great container
full of content, which has a crucial role to
play in the transformation of society and
commitment to the people.
Price approximate: Adults 21€
Child (0 to 12 years) 13€

PARK GÜELL
is
a
garden
complex
with
architectural elements situated on the hill
of El
Carmel in
the Gràciadistrict
of Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain.
It
was
designed by the Catalanarchitect Antoni
Gaudí and built in the years 1900 to 1914.
Which makes it one of the largest
architectural works in south Europe. It is
part of the UNESCO World Heritage Site
"Works of Antoni Gaudí"
Price approximate:

Adults 11 €
Young (7 to 12 years) 8€

MODERNISME
HOSPITAL SAN PAU
In 1401, six hospitals in the city of
Barcelona merged to form the
Hospital de la Santa Creu, a fine
example
of
civilian
gothic
architecture. With the growth of the
city and the advances in medicine in
the 19th century, the centre was
unable to meet the demands of the
time and construction of a new
building was proposed. Thanks to the
legacy of Pau Gil, a banker, the first
stone of the new building was laid on
January 15th, 1902. "Sant Pau" was added to the old name of "la Santa Creu" to
honour the wishes of its benefactor. The architect Lluís Domènech i Montaner was
commissioned with the project. Over the years, the Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant
Pau became the most significant public building in Catalan modernisme.
Price approximate: Adult 16€
Young 10€
PALAU DE LA MUSICA CATALANA
The Palau de la Música Catalana was built between
1905 and 1908 by the architect Lluís Domènech i
Montaner as a home for the Orfeó Català, financed
by popular subscription.
The Palau de la Música Catalana is an architectural
jewel of Catalan Art Nouveau, the only concert venue
in this style to be listed as a World Heritage Site by
UNESCO (4th December 1997), which today
represents an essential landmark in the cultural and
social life of Catalonia. Moreover it represents a
symbolic emotional heritage for a whole people who
identify with its history patrimony.
Price approximate: Adults 23€
Schools 16€

Madrid
Madrid fun
MUSEUM DEL PRADO
l
building
now
serves
as
headquarters to the Prado Museum
was designed by the architect Juan
de Villanueva in 1785, as a Cabinet
of Natural Sciences, by order of
Charles III. However, the fate of this
building would not be clear until his
grandson, Ferdinand VII, encouraged
by his wife, Queen María Isabel de
Braganza, made the decision to
dedicate this building to the creation of a Royal Museum of Paintings and Sculptures
Price approximate: Adults 19€

MUSEUM REINA SOFIA
The opening of the Museo Nacional Centro de
Arte Reina Sofía in 1990 involved the creation
of a museum of modern and contemporary art
in Spain of international.
Price approximate: 11€

MUSEUM THYSSEN BORNEMIZA
Duccio, Van Eyck, Carpaccio, Lucas Cranach,
Dürer, Caravaggio, Rubens, Frans Hals, Van
Gogh, Gauguin, Kirchner, Mondrian, Klee,
Hopper, Rauschenberg ... These are just some
of the great masters of art history whose works
are on display at the Thyssen-Bornemisza
Museum in Madrid
Price approximate: adults 13€
Schools 11€ (need letter of accreditation)

RETIRO PARK
El Retiro Park is part of the city´s
historical heritage and botanical
patrimony inherited from past
centuries. Once a recreation area for
the Royal Family, it has become a
very popular park and is central to
the city´s image.

LAS VENTAS
The Plaza de Toros de Las Ventas is a
famous bullring in Madrid, This bullring was
designed by the architect José Espeliú in the
Neo-Mudéjar (Moorish) style with ceramic
incrustations. The seats are situated in ten
"tendidos". In this zone has been the most
important bullfighter.
Price approximate: only visit 16€
Bullfight start from 26€

CORRAL DE LA MORERIA
Corral de la Morería, was started by Manuel del Rey
in 1956, and is the most known tablao flamenco in
the world.
Throughout its history, Corral de la Morería
flamenco show has witnessed the perfomance of
some of the finest professionals of this discipline,
including:Pastora Imperio, La Chunga, María
Albaicín, El Güito, Mario Maya, Manuela Vargas,
Lucero Tena, Isabel Pantoja, Antonio Gades and Blanca del Rey, not to mencion an
endless numbre of singers, guitarist and dancers.
Price approximate: show + dinner 91€
Show 56€

MADRID MONUMENTS
ROYAL PALACE
The Royal Palace was in the
past the residence of the
Spanish
monarchs
but
nowadays, although is the
official residence, the kings use
it no more and it has turned
into an interesting tourist
place, where sometimes take
place State events and international and diplomacy meetings
Price approximate: Adults 15€
Schools 10€
ROYAL SITE OF EL ESCORIAL
Located 40 kilometres from Madrid, in the
middle of the Madrid’s mountains, is the
Royal Site of El Escorial. This herreriano style
construction is holding the designation of
World Heritage monument and it is a ‘must’
in your visit in Madrid.
Price approximate: 13€
UNIVERSITY OF ALCALÁ DE HENARES
Founded by Cardinal Cisneros in 1499 with the
name of College of San Ildefonso, the Complutense
University transformed both the cultural life and
the physical appearance of the town of Alcalá de
Henares. Spanish writers such as Quevedo, Lope de
Vega and Calderón de la Barca are only some of the
most prominent writer from the Golden Spanish Literature Century who attended to
this University.
Price approximate: 13€ included visit school and chape

TOLEDO
ALCAZAR
On the highest hill of the city, at 548 m, the
solitary rectangular mass of the Alcázar dominates
the horizon. It is one of the few buildings outside
of the city. The remains of earlier structures
indicate that it has always been a fortified
location, since the days of the Roman Praetorian
and the defence of the Muslim fortress.
Price approximate: adults 9€
Schools free

CATEDRAL DE PRIMADA
The cathedral of Toledo is one of the three
13th-century High Gothic cathedrals in Spain
and is considered, in the opinion of some
authorities, to be the magnum opus of the
Gothic style in Spain. It was begun in 1226
under the rule of Ferdinand III
Price approximate: 13€

SINAGOGA OF SANTA MARIA
Built in the XIII Century, it retains the Mudeajar
characteristics of Toledo. It was erected as a synagogue
until the XV Century, when it was turned into a church. It
has a hall base with five parallel naves of progressively
decreasing heights towards the outside and supported by
horseshoe arcades on octagonal pillars. All of this is made
of brick, conveniently troweled and whitewashed with
capitals featuring plaster moulding.

Price approximate: 6€

MUSEUM OF GRECO
Inside you can find some of the works of El
Greco, of which the most exceptional are a
magnificent "apostolate", the "View and map of
the town of Toledo" and "The tears of San
Pedro". The museum is completed by paintings
by Luis Tristán, Murillo, Valdés Leal and other
artists.

Price approximate: 5€

SEVILLA
CATHEDRAL OF SEVILLA
Is one of the largest and most impressive
churches in the world. It was built in the 15th
century at the site of a 12th century mosque.
Inside the cathedral is a spectacular golden
altarpiece, the Retablo Mayor.
Price approximate: 13€

THE GOLDEN TOWER
The Golden Tower was the last major building
that the Muslims constructed in Seville. It was
built around 1220, in the times of Yusuf II.
Price approximate: 7€

THE PLAZA ESPAÑA
The Plaza de España is a harmonious complex in
a typical regional revival style, which was very
popular at the time. The red brick structure is
decorated with colorful painted ceramic tiles.

ARCHIVOS DE LAS INDIAS
The Archivo de Indias is situated next to the Cathedral,
on Avenida de la Constitucion. This 16th-century
building houses 80 million pages of documents and
maps about the Indies

HOSPITAL OF CARIDAD
See Brotherhood of the same name, is an
architectural and artistic summit of Spanish
Baroque art, founded in Seville in the mid-fifteenth
century between his duties assisting abandoned
sick and the burial of executed and drowned and
vote by raising their souls.
Price approximate: 8€

ROYAL ALCAZAR
A stronghold is a castle, the word comes from the
Arabic Qasr  ال ق صرmeaning 'strength', which is Latin
castellum (castrum). The particularity of the palace is
that it is a fortified palace.
Price approximate: 14€

GRANADA

Alhambra
The Alhambra the complete form of which
was Calat Alhambra, is a palace and
fortress complex located in Granada,
Andalusia, Spain. It was originally
constructed as a small fortress in 889 and
then largely ignored until its ruins were
renovated and rebuilt in the mid 11th
century by the Moorish king Mohammed
ben Al-Ahmar of the Kingdom of Granada who built its current palace and walls, and
later converted into a royal palace in 1333 by Yusuf I, Sultan of Granada.
Price approximate: 21€

MONASTERY OF LA CARTUJA
Located in a open orchard land ceded by
Gonzálo Fernández de Córdoba (The Great
Captain) in order to build a monastery for the
Cartusian order which was later partially
demolished after the disentailment in the 19th
Century
Price approximate: Adults 8 €
Child (0 to 10 years) free
CATHEDRAL OF GRANADA
Is the most important cathedral of Granada is created
in style “herreriano” is a new art was created in
Granada in XVI

Price approximate: 8€

Capilla real
Designs for the Royal Chapel began
in 1504 and it was built between
1505 and 1521 by Enrique Egas. It
was commissioned by the Catholi c
Monarchs for their burial site.
Price approximate: 8€

CORRAL DEL CARBON
The Corral de Carbon is located on
Calle Reyes Católicos and is the
oldest monument from Arab times
in Spain. It consists of a spectacular
doorway with a contrastingly simple
interior courtyard.

CORDOBA
MESQUITE CATHEDRAL OF CÓRDOBA
is arguably the most significant monument in the
whole of the western Moslem World and one of the
most amazing buildings in the world in its own right.
The complete evolution of the Omeyan style.
Price approximate: Adult 13€
Child 8€

MEDINA AZAHARA

The history of Medina Azahara, the magnificent,
enigmatic city palace which was built for Abd-al
Rahman III at the foot of the Sierra Morena
mountains five miles from the city, is shrouded in
myths and legends.
Price approximate: bus transfer: Adults 6€
Child(0 to 13 years) 5€

ROMAN TEMPLE
Next to the Town Hall of Cordoba stands the
only Roman temple in Cordoba for which we have
archaeological evidence. The sheer size of the building
is remarkable: it was dedicated to the cult of the
Emperor.

CALIPHAL BATHS
The baths were built during the reign of the Caliph
Alhakem II, and are made up of a series of rooms with
walls made of solid stone blocks. The ceilings were
vaulted (with their characteristic star-shaped
openings), and supported by semi-circular arches with
marble pillars and capitals.
Price approximate: Adults 6€
ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM OF CORDOBA
Since 1965, the former Renaissance-style
palace of the Páez de Castillejofamily has
housed one of the most impressive
archaeological museums in Spain: The
Archaeological Museum of Cordoba,

